Based off his best-selling book *To the Victor Go the Myths and Monuments*, this presentation will expose areas in history that have either been distorted or completely removed from text books. Not only has history been distorted, but the globalist powers behind it have produced animosity to a level of hatred that is dividing this country and enabling them to conquer us. Join Art Thompson to learn why history has been kept from us, and more importantly, what you can do about it.

“No borders” equals “no nation,” which equals “world government,” – and centralized governments have never offered the opportunities to the common citizen for wealth and personal freedom that America has offered. Yet world government – or at least a socialized U.S.A. – is exactly what the Leftists want. Join William Jasper to hear how the current immigration crisis is part of a much bigger, deeper picture, and what we need to do to stop it.

Elected officials are bound by oath to support the Constitution – many of them are not! Many are calling for a convention to correct the wrong doings of the federal government, but how can changing the rules fix anything when they’re not being followed in the first place? Constitutional lecturer Robert Brown explains why Article VI is the right solution.

Behind Antifa and Black Lives Matter is a network of communist cronies. Their agenda: create enough chaos that the people demand a national police force. Join critically acclaimed producer Trevor Loudon as he reveals the evil behind these “humanitarian” movements.